so that p can be assumed to be at least as large as j3(£ -1) -a. Note that Theorem 1 implies ^N NP~1~8P{ \ S N \ >e} < 00 for every 8>0 so that the additional assumptions used in Theorems 4 and 5 do not give very much more than that already obtained in Theorem 1. The assumption (4) can readily be violated but most "reasonable" distributions will satisfy it. Though Theorems 4 and 5 are considerably stronger than Theorem 3, two known results can be obtained as corollaries of Theorem 3 by specializing the constant t and the constants a and fi from (1) and (2). Theorem 2 of [4] is obtained by setting £ = 1 + 1/Y, a = 0, and J8 = Y; a part of Theorem 3 of [2] and [3] is obtained by leaving t as is and setting a = 1 -r/t and /3 = r/t with \ < r/t = 1.
The motivation for this work was as follows. The average JXi + JX2+ÎX3 is at least as "fine" an average as is |Xi + |X 2 and in some sense the first average is "finer" than the second. It has always seemed reasonable to the authors that a finer average than the standard average (l/N){Xi+
should not hurt convergence any and might actually improve the rate of convergence if one could use the right quantitative measure of the improvement in averaging. The exponent p used in (3) seems to be the correct measure of averaging to use.
The methods used in the proof of these theorems apparently originated with Erdös [5] . The method was modified and improved by Katz [l] and modified still more by Pruitt [4] . Detailed proofs will appear elsewhere.
